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Supplementary Figure Legend 

Sup.Fig.1: CIDC common pipelines for WES-seq data processing. Bam2fastq was used to 

convert BAM to FASTQ format in the cases of hg19 alignment. Sentieon’s BWA was used to align 

the raw reads to the reference genome hg38 (GRCh38.d1.vd1) to generate aligned reads. The 

re-alignment and recalibration steps were performed by Realigner algorithm and QualCal 

algorithm. Somatic mutation calling was performed on the tumor-normal matched pair using 

TNsnv (Sentieon). Quality controls were performed using the tools of MeanQualityByCycle, 

QualDistribution, GCBias, CoverageMetrics, and InsertSizeMetricAlgo algorithm from Sentieon. 

Optitype [1] was used for HLA genotype predictions.  

 

Sup.Fig.2: CIDC common pipelines for RNA-seq data processing. BAM files aligned to hg19 

were converted to FASTQ files using Bam2fastq [2]. For the raw reads, SALMON [3] was used for 

transcript quantification using gencode.v.22 as reference genome. STAR [4] was used for alignment 

using hg38 (GRCh38.d1.vd1) as reference genome. RSeQC [5] was used to check the RNA-seq 

quality and to generate medTIN score, where medTIN score measures the RNA integrity at transcript 

level. Immune repertoires were estimated by TRUST4 [6], which was used to infer CDR3 clonal 

types for TCRA, TCRB, TCRD, IGH, IGK, and IGL tumor immune repertoires. HLA typing was 

inferred using Optitype [1]. Expression-based immune cell infiltration estimates were calculated by 

TIMER [7], xCell [8], MCPCounter [9], CIBERSORT [10], EPIC [11], and quanTIseq [12]. 

 

Sup.Fig.3: Correlation baseline established using TCGA squamous cell lung carcinomas 

data. RNA-seq data of the TCGA squamous cell lung carcinoma cohort (n = 519) was retrieved, 

processed, and studied to establish the harmonization baseline. Distribution of pair-wise 

Spearman correlations among samples’ TPM are presented on the left panel. Quantiles are 

listed on the right panel. 



   
 

 

Sup.Fig.4: ISA-based hierarchical clustering using all the samples generated by the three 

centers. Agreement assessment between non-synonymous mutations generated across 

replicates, centers, and sample processing (FF and FFPE). Clustering was performed upon the 

pair-wise mutation call agreements reflected by ISA scores.  

 

Sup.Fig.5: Spearman correlation-based hierarchical clustering of all 150 RNA samples. The 

clustering results and QC metrics: medTIN calculated by RSeQC [5], unique fragments estimated 

by STAR [4], RIN and DV200 provided by the sequencing centers.  

 

Sup.Fig.6: Clustering of down-sampled RNA samples. Down sampling was performed on 

Center C samples to generate 50 M reads from ~113M paired-end reads. Spearman correlation 

was calculated between all the reads and down sampled reads to study the concordance 

between the biological replicates. The X-axis shows the same patients in the same color. The 

inset shows the distribution of correlation. Red in the inset is the correlation between different 

samples; blue in the inset is the correlation between same samples. 

 

Sup.Fig.7: Clustering of samples using 3,000 most variable genes. The top 3,000 most 

variable genes were selected based on variance distribution in the log-transformed expression 

profile. The hierarchical clustering was performed using the Spearman correlations between 

samples.  

 

Sup.Fig.8: Spearman correlation-based hierarchical clustering of NanoString data 

generated from different centers. Correlations were performed for the NanoString data 

generated at Center B and Center C.  
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